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14:00 Intro 
14:05 Definitionen von Begriffen 
14:15 Statistiken 
14:25 Einführung in die Check Point Cloud-Security-Lösungen 
            CloudGuard Dome9 und Log.ic  
14:40 Vorstellung der Cloud-Umgebung 
14:45 Auswertung der Cloud-Umgebung mit Dome9 
15:10 Wie man Cloud-Umgebungen angreift 
15:25 Wie Dome9 hilft, sich vor solchen Angriffen zu schützen 
            Auswertung mit Dome9 
15:35 Zusammenfassung und Fazit 
15:45 Q&A mit Zohar, Gründer von Dome9 
16:00 End
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Begriffe 
           Axiome 
Fremdwörter



External Reconnaissance  
Intelligence Gathering 
OSINT - Open source 
intelligence gathering 
https://github.com/lanmaster53/recon-ng



Vulnerability Discovery 
Bugs 
https://www.exploit-db.com/google-hacking-database

masscan (TCP port scanner, spews SYN packets 
asynchronously, scanning entire Internet in under 5 
minutes)

https://www.exploit-db.com/google-hacking-database


Repositories 
Github 
SaaS 
PaaS 
IaaS 



Internal Reconnaissance 

Kali + sparta (for automatic nmap)
https://github.com/codingo/Interlace for automation



Enumeration 
•Session Enumeration (who is logged on where)
•User Enumeration (List all users in domain w membership)
•Group Enumeration (List all groups in domain)
•Active Directory ACL Enumeration
•Local Group Membership Enumeration



Lateral movement 
Phishing 
Typo-squatting 
Exploitation 
Ephemeral



Statistiken 
&            Stats



“Cyber-Crime kostet 
jährlich 600 Milliarden 
Dollar” 
Inside IT, 03.2020



“Web attacks originating 
from the public cloud saw a 
16% spike from November 
to December 2019” 
Imperva, 02.2020



“89% of enterprise users 
are in the cloud” 
Netscope, 02.2020



“Nearly half (44%) of 
threats are cloud-based” 
Netscope, 02.2020



Top 5 Targeted Cloud Apps: 
• Microsoft Office 365 Business 
• Box 
• Google Drive 
• Microsoft Azure 
• Github 
Netscope, 02.2020



“Over 50% of data policy 
violations come from cloud 
storage, collaboration, and 
webmail apps” 
Netscope, 02.2020



“One-fifth (20%) of users 
move data laterally 
between cloud apps” 
Netscope, 02.2020



“99.9% of compromised 
accounts did not use multi-
factor authentication” 
Microsoft, RSA, 02.2020



“Most of the ransomware 
attacks targeting the enterprises 
occur outside working hours, 
during the nighttime or during 
the weekend.” 
FireEye, 03.2020



Breach: verifications.io 
Impact: 800 million to 2 billion 
records worldwide 
Security failure:  
No authentication required 
Date reported: March 7, 2019



Breach: First American Financial 
Impact: About 885 million files 
related to mortgage deals 
Security failure: Lack of 
authentication control 
Date reported: May 25, 2019



Breach: Online Casino 
Impact: 108 million betting records 
Security failure: No password required 
for access to a Elasticsearch cloud 
storage server 

Date reported: Jan. 21, 2019



Breach: Imperva 
Impacted: Incapsula (Cloud-based WAF) 
“A customer database from 2017, including 
email addresses and hashed and salted 
passwords, and, for a subset of the Incapsula 
customers from 2017, API keys and customer-
provided SSL certificates, were exposed” 
Date reported: August 2019



Breach: Advantage and Argus 
Impacted: Open S3 Bucket 
“Researchers tried to contact Advantage 
and Argus, to inform them of the open 
bucket. When they were unable to do so, 
they informed AWS, which shut off access to 
the database.” 
Date reported: March 19th 2020



Check Point 
            Cloud 
Guard



Check Point  
CloudGuard SaaS 
CloudGuard IaaS 
CloudGuard Dome9 
CloudGuard Log.ic 
CloudGuard Serverless
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Our Setup



Why is this company a target? 
"I just wanted to hack whatever 
bank I could, which turned out 
to be a much easier task” 
Phineas Phisher, Cayman National Bank heist, 2016







Aus 
         wertung 





Live D9

https://secure.dome9.com/v2/compliance-engine/dashboard


How to     
           attack



“Phishing email with 
spoofed email account and 
enticing subject: “Salaries” 
from typo-squatting 
domain” 

ACCESS



Attached to the email was Adwind (a 
backdoor). In all versions (Frutas, 
Adwind, AlienSpy, UNRECOM and 
JSocket), it has been available for 
purchase based on registration on an 
official website – a concept known as 
malware-as-a-service. 

ACCESS



Alternative: using Empire 
(PowerShell) and 
Meterpreter (RAT), then 
drop Reverse-Shell to 
maintain persistence. 

ACCESS



The reverse shell allows 
you to bypass many 
firewalls and NAT 
(connection is outbound) 

ACCESS



Looking for session-
token. On AWS: 
GetSessionToken 

ACCESS CLOUD



Temporary tokens are provided by AWS 
Secure Token Service (STS) 
Temporary tokens can also be explicitly 
created by users calling STS AssumeRole or 
GetSessionToken: 

aws sts get-session-token —duration-seconds 900 
aws sts assumeRole MyAppRole

ACCESS CLOUD



Or look at browser:  
https://My_AWS_Account_ID.signin.aws.amazon.com/console/

The AWS sign-in page uses a 
browser cookie to remember the 
IAM user name and account 
information 

ACCESS CLOUD



Azure allows legacy authentication 
using ActiveSync. Even if MFA is enforced 
in Azure across the org, as long as legacy  
authentication is enabled, MFA is useless 
against successful brute forcing, 
password spraying or authentication to a 
mailbox with a compromised account. 

ACCESS CLOUD



Access through GIT: 
AWS keys are hosted in 
private Git repository or 
look to public git for shared 
keys (.gitignore misnamed etc.) 

ACCESS CLOUD



Password Reuse over 
different cloud services 
(look what’s been locally 
stored) 

ACCESS CLOUD



Unused/Unsupported 
Cloud Regions 
Adversaries may create cloud instances in 
unused geographic service regions in order to 
evade detection

ACCESS CLOUD



Find unprotected assets: 
Non-password protected 
MongoDB / any DB 
(inspired by verifications.io breach March 7, 2019)

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS



The data breach was “not related to defects 
or vulnerabilities in Elastic-developed 
software.” Instead, it occurred because 
“individuals or organisations have actively 
configured their installations to allow 
unauthorised and authenticated users to 
access their data over the internet.” 
Inspired by unprotected Elasticsearch cloud storage from Jan. 21, 2019, 
belonging to an online casino group

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS



Access through VPC’s: 
Security groups allowing ingress 
from 0.0.0.0/0 to RDP (TCP:3389)  
and security groups allowing 
ingress from 0.0.0.0/0 to SSH
(should be restricted) 

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS



Misconfigured public S3 
cloud storage bucket.  
Inspired by Facebook break from April 3, 2019 (Mexico-
based digital media company Cultura Colectiva  had 540 
million Facebook user IDs, account names, likes, and 
comments exposed on a publicly accessible server)

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS



Capital One breach resulted from 
a misconfigured Web application 
firewall (WAF) that gave the 
attacker a way to execute 
privileged commands on the cloud 
server. 
Inspired by Capital One breach in July 2019

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS



Escalating Privileges 
On Windows Server: 
C:\Users\USERNAME\.aws\credentials

On Linux Server 
/home/USERNAME/.aws/credentials
or /root/.aws/credentials

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV



On Linux, if the AWS credentials were being 
stored in environment variables, then it might 
be possible to read the contents of the file at  
“/proc/self/environ” to list out available 
environment variables. Given the ability to 
execute code on a system, it would be as simple 
as running the “env” command on Linux or a 
simple PowerShell command on Windows to 
retrieve the current environment variables.

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV



Make AWS API calls: 
aws iam create-user --user-name app1prod
aws iam create-access-key --user-name app1prod
aws iam add-user-to-group --user-name app1prod 
--group-name Administrators

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV



Abusing KRBTGT account (AAD, 
Azure) crafting Golden Ticket 
using Mimikatz or using root 
account access keys (they should 
be removed but are usually not) 
https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV



Internal Reconnaissance 
Using Netstat, IPConfig/IFConfig, ARP cache, 
local routing table, PowerShell
Installing keyloggers
Using network sniffer (nmap)
Netflow, Network protocol analysis, Packet 
capture, Process command-line parameters

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON



Session Enumeration (who is logged on where)
Group Enumeration (List all groups in domain)
Active Directory ACL Enumeration
Local Group Membership Enumeration
Net Cease PowerShell script
Perform reconnaissance using the SAMR Protocol 
which can remotely query devices but can also 
query Active Directory. 

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON



Cloud Service Dashboard 
GCP Command Center
Office 365 audit logs, Azure activity logs, 
Stackdriver logs, AWS CloudTrail logs

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON



AWS exploitation 
framework, designed for 
testing the security of 
Amazon Web Services 
environments 
https://github.com/RhinoSecurityLabs/pacu

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON



Network Share Discovery 
AWS, GCP, and Azure support creation of Network 
File System (NFS) shares and Server Message 
Block (SMB) shares that may be mapped on 
endpoint or cloud-based systems

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON



Check if cloudTrail (AWS) 
logging isn’t enabled (for 
API calls) 
Disable if enabled

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON LAT



Call API not to escalate 
privilege but to Lambda 
Function, to any EC2 instance, 
to other AWS services… 

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON LAT



Lambda functions share the same AWS 
IAM execution role between them, so 
calling a new Lambda function it has 
access to any EC2, S3 etc.

Lambda functions aren’t tagged, so 
it’s easy to add an additional one, 
no one will notice.

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON LAT



Traditional Lateral Movements 
Pass-the-hash 
Pass-the-ticket
Overpass-the-hash
Use BloodHound to identify AAD weaknesses in Azure:  
https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON LAT



Exfiltration 
Via S3 Bucket
Or Via reverse shell
Or enabling ssh access on any Internet facing server
Or enable public IP Assignment on VPC (exposing the 
instances within this subnet to the internet first)
Or via Dropbox / Drop / etc.

ACCESS CLOUD ASSETS PRIV RECON LAT EXFIL



          how to   
defend



MITRE ATT&CK Cloud - AWS Matrix

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/cloud/aws/



MITRE ATT&CK Cloud - 0365 Matrix

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/cloud/office365/



Live D9

https://secure.dome9.com/v2/compliance-engine/dashboard


What does 
       it all  
             mean?





Control access to 
cloud management 
and configuration 

tools. 😃



Turn on logging 
AWS CloudTrail
AWS CloudWatch
S3 Access Logs
VPC Flow Logs

etc.



Turn on Two-
Factor or MFA 
And turn off legacy auth

 in Azure :)



Use Threat Intel



Never share your 
access keys by 

email. 
NEVER generate an access key for your root account

Set an expiration date on your access keys
Rotate keys periodically, and remove unused keys



Practice API 
Security 



Use automation to 
minimise human 

errors due to 
misconfiguration



Visibility in cloud 
environments is 

fundamental



Make sure your 
visibility visibility can 

see ephemeral and new 
types of cloud assets



Implement 
enhancements 
throughout the 

operations life cycle



Practice 
continuous 

monitoring & 
compliance



    Q&A



Q&A with 
Zohar Alon



Merci 
     Danke 

Thanks


